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Nonlinear wave conversion (NLWC) [1, 2] interprets the generation of an optical wave as the result of interference in the bulk of a sample of two partial waves: the inhomogeneous wave (IHW), and the homogeneous wave (HW). This may be tentatively extended to a difference frequency and the interaction of wave packets, for which HW is the bunch of waves grouping around the conversion frequency ! with the wave vectors k ! !=c!. IHW is the wave packet with the same frequencies ! ! p , but with wave vectors k ! p ÿ k ! p ! p !=v g ! p , where ! p is the bandwidth of the pump. Constructive interference of IHW and HW occurs on the scale of the coherence length L FW coh where the phase matching condition is met [3, 4] . In practice, because of dispersion and wave vector mismatch, phase matching is rarely achieved over a large length scale, at least for a broad band of frequencies. So far, a considerable number of papers published on nonlinear interactions of wave packets have used the NLWC model to interpret their results, e.g., [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . On the other hand, the generation of high frequency electromagnetic radiation from the passage of a short optical pulse through a nonlinear medium has been suggested [10] by analogy with the moving charge radiation phenomena, Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation (VCR) and transition radiation (TR) [11] . It is known from [12 -14] that VCR hardly couples into free space because of Cherenkov angle normally exceeds the angle of total internal reflection. Therefore, in this Letter we consider only collinear mechanism of terahertz (THz) radiation.
The NLWC model was not called into question until the publication of [15] where a new effect was found experimentally: a twin pulse of THz radiation generated from the nonlinear conversion of a single optical pulse in an electrooptic crystal, and tentatively attributed to a type of radiation emanating from boundaries. Such twin pulses, however, may be alternatively interpreted within the NLWC model by associating THz pulses with the HW and IHW. Because of dispersion the HW and IHW packets ''walkoff'' with different velocities, c, v g , respectively. Then the difference t in the arrival time for HW and IHW pulses at the end of crystal considered as the near field is t L=c ÿ L=v g .
This ambiguity, associated with the application of NLWC and TR models, calls for a reappraisal of the theoretical foundation of the generation of radiation in nonlinear media. Although both models (for different reasons) require nonlinear coupling of pump fields, the physics of the emission mechanisms are distinctively different. To analyze THz generation in nonlinear materials we use frequencytime domain analysis of radiation resulting from the propagation of a short pump pulse through a slab of nonlinear medium of thickness L and under the condition of arbitrary wave vector mismatch. The analysis begins from the set of equations for the electric component of the THz field in time domain, Er; t including the wave equation: 
The first item in the right-hand side (rhs) of (1) is the time derivative of nonlinear term of the displacement current J NL d . It can be represented in the form of the flux of polarization charge: J NL d r; t @P NL r; t=@t r P NL r; t @r=@t ÿ d r; tv, where v is the velocity of polarization charge. For a propagating wave packet, v is the group velocity. This description resembles the familiar statement in the theory of radiation from moving charges [11] . In this case, instead of an external uniformly moving free charge, a polarization charge is formed in the medium due to nonlinear coupling of fields. Then (1) and (3) PRL 98, 044801 (2007) P
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0031-9007=07=98(4)=044801 (4) 044801-1 © 2007 The American Physical Society describe radiation phenomena of a moving polarization charge with density d ÿr P NL . In the slab, the charge is created at z 0 and instantaneously accelerated upon entry of the pump pulse into slab. The charge then moves uniformly across the slab. Finally, the polarization charge is instantaneously decelerated and extinguished at z L upon exit of the pump pulse from the slab emitting a second burst of radiation. The situation is analogous to the Tamm problem of the start-stop motion of a free charge [16, 17] . For collinear and anticollinear radiation at the normal incidence of pump the problem has axial symmetry along the z axis. The wave front of the pump field within the slab volume can be considered as nearly plane, and constrained within an aperture determined by the beam diameter S 0 . For a short optical pulse, we use a slowly varying amplitude approximation representing the pump electric field in the rhs of (3) as the product of the Gaussian pulse envelope and the plane carrier wave at the frequency
, where v g is the group velocity of the pump wave packet: [7] . The solution of (1)- (3) in the slab sums up the multiple reflections of the THz radiation obtained from a single flight of the pump pulse. Then, after some algebra and Fourier transforms, (1) and (3) are reduced to an ordinary differential equation in the form
where
The general solution of (4) is
Here C 1 and C 2 are the integration constants, L
coh ! is the formation or coherence length characterizing the efficiency of the emission process at wave conversion in the forward direction [18] . L BW coh ! is the coherence length for backward THz emission. The first two terms in (5) represent the radiation field and the third term describes the field of the polarization charge. For a transverse field, the boundary conditions require the tangential components of electric and magnetic fields to be continuous at the interfaces z 0 (input boundary of the nonlinear slab) and at z L (output boundary of the nonlinear slab) [19] . The solution (5) is matched with the solutions of homogeneous wave equation in free space, the left-hand side of (4), propagating backward and forward. Finally, the expressions for THz field amplitudes outside the slab for forward propagating wave, z L and backward propagating wave, z 0ÿ are given by
respectively. The spatial distribution of light emitted into a far remote zone in free space can be retrieved after solving the diffraction integral [20] . This describes the time domain waveform at a remote distance r, diffracted from emitting apertures of the size S 0 at both input and output surfaces, (6) and (7):
where E x z L; t ÿ r=c 0 is the inverse Fourier transform of E x L; !. Similarly, the THz field emitted by the slab in the backward direction is found from (8) using
To compare adequately the results of numerical calculations with our experimental data, we compute theoretical waveforms taking into account the instrumental factors introduced by the electro-optic sampler [21] . The detected THz waveform, S THz , is
The instrumental factor ft in (9) results from the wave vector mismatch between THz and probe pulses in the electro-optic material. For a nearly phase matching in the detector, it is approximated by the relationship [22] 
where k! 0 is the real part of the complex wave vector ; ! 0 is the attenuation coefficient;
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044801-2 ! k! i! !=c 0 n!; t 12 ! 2=n! 1 is the Fresnel coefficient for THz radiation at a frequency ! crossing air-electro-optic detector crystal boundary; and C opt ! is the autocorrelation function of the probe pulse electric field. All material parameters necessary for calculations are taken from [23, 24] .
The waveform of THz radiation calculated and measured from a 1 mm slab of LiNbO 3 in free space is shown in Fig. 1 . The theoretical waveform fits quite well with the experimental time dependence. The THz waveform consists of several separated pulses. Two leading pulses, TA and TB, (curve 1 and 2, Fig. 1 ), represent THz radiation emitted during a single flight of the pump pulse; and are consistent with the observation made in [15] . Prefix ''T'' here indicates the transmission geometry, i.e., THz radiation emitted from the slab in the forward direction. Each pulse starts with intensive bipolar oscillations defining the overall shape of the spectral envelope [25] . Figure 2 plots the fan diagram of pulse positions as a function of slab thickness. The position of pulse TA follows the time of flight of the pump pulse, t A Ln opt ! 0 =c 0 . The temporal position of the pulse TB corresponds to t B Ln THz =c 0 ; that is, the time of flight of the THz radiation pulse across the slab. The relative time of flight between pulses TA and TB is t A-B Ln THz ÿ n opt =c 0 . As stated above, these data themselves do not deliver conclusive evidence on the spatial location of the source regions of TA and TB pulses.
In search of such proof we turn to the analysis of other properties of radiation that so far have not been addressed.
The amplitude dependence on thickness for forward emitted radiation, shown in Fig. 2 , demonstrates linear growth of the main THz pulse amplitude at thicknesses L < L FW coh . At a certain thickness, corresponding to the onset of wave vector mismatch, the main pulse splits into two labeled as TA and TB pulses. The amplitude of pulse TA saturates with L and remains largely constant irrespective of further increase of slab thickness. Unlike pulse TA, the amplitude of pulse TB strongly falls with L. This may be regarded as a signature of strong attenuation and broadening of the pulse TB inside the slab. To identify a convincing proof we address the comparison of the properties of TA and TB pulses and their echo replicas, the pulses TA 0 and TB 0 following the leading pair TA-TB. The key significance of the data extracted from the properties of echo replicas is motivated by the idea that, for spatially separated sources (TR model), the echo replicas should show characteristic modifications of properties; whereas, for the pulses generated within the same volume adjacent to the input surface (NLWC model), the echo replicas should have, at least, the same structure and amplitude ratio. Moreover, if, as suggested in [1] , the so-called IHW does indeed represent a real propagating wave (created by nonlinear conversion along with HW), it must keep its ''extraordinary'' properties. These are the following: the frequency is equal to the conversion frequency !; and the complex wave velocity v g is equal to that of pump pulse. From Fig. 2 , showing the fan diagram of arrival times for the main pulses and their reflection replicas, we can see that time positions for the TB 0 replica behave consistently with the properties of the TB pulse. Being reflected sequentially from the output and input interfaces, the pulse TB 0 acquires a round trip delay 2Ln THz Moreover, Fig. 1 shows a striking inversion of the amplitude ratio from TA=TB 1 to TA 0 =TB 0 & 1, also in favor of this mechanism. It shows that after a seemingly simple round trip, THz radiation pulses demonstrate a striking change of amplitude ratio: compare the ratio of TA to TB 0 , and the ratio TA 0 to TB 0 in Fig. 1 . Had the sources of pulses TA and TB been localized within the same spatial region of the nonlinear slab from the front surface, as interpreted in [1] , then both TA and TB pulses would bounce back and forth keeping at least the same amplitude ratio. From the data of Fig. 3 , we estimate the ratio of formation lengths for forward to backwards emitted THz radiation. The backward emitted pulses are shown by using ''R'' to mark their affiliation to the backward (reflection) direction. Since the field amplitude is proportional to the value of the formation-coherence length, we obtain the ratio TB=RB L FW coh =L BW coh . It is clear that the ratio TA=TB is a measure of absorption in the slab. Assuming that the absolute value of peak amplitude remains the same on both interfaces, we recover the amplitude of the TB pulse at z 0 TBj z0 TA. Then, from To summarize, the theory unambiguously establishes the location of sources of THz radiation to be in the regions, adjacent to the input and output interfaces, where the polarization charge is instantaneously formed and accelerated and subsequently instantaneously decelerated and extinguished. The experiments fully back up our theoretical conclusions. It can be shown that the interference of THz TR, emanating from both boundaries, causes the appearance of Maker fringes [3] . A more detailed account is published elsewhere.
